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The book of Romans is a masterpiece of Christian doctrine through which the
apostle Paul explores many fundamentals of the Christian faith. In this letter,
Paul, the servant of Jesus Christ (Romans 1:1), affirms the reality of humanity's
fallen condition and Almighty God's divine provision for redemption. Through this
letter originally addressed to the believers at Rome, we today can peer into the
clouded mirror of divine grace and glimpse the plan of redemption as sovereignly
designed by the Master Potter through the life, death, and resurrection of His
Son, the Lord Jesus Christ.
The Bible is a religious masterpiece. Its authors cast a profound vision for the
healing of humanity through the power of divine love, grace and forgiveness. But
the Bible also contains "dark texts" that challenge our ethical imagination. How
can one book teach us to love our enemies and also teach us to slaughter
Canaanites? Why does a book that preaches the equality of all people -- male
and female, slave and free, Greek and Jew -- also include laws that permit God's
people to trade in slaves and to persecute those of a different faiths or
ethnicities? In Sacred Word, Broken Word Kenton Sparks argues that the "dark
side" of Scripture is not an illusion. Rather, these dark texts remind us that all
human beings, including the biblical authors, stand in need of God's redemptive
solution in Jesus Christ.
This book investigates the origins of fundamentalism, outlining its characteristics
and the history of key fundamentalist movements around the world, considering
examples from Christianity, Islam, Buddhism and Hinduism. The book argues
that fundamentalism develops when modern lay religious leaders challenge the
authority of secular states and traditional religious establishments. These new
leaders and their followers seek to infuse religious values and practices into all
spheres, especially law, politics, education and science. The patterns of religious
authority and leadership that characterize fundamentalism have their roots in a
Christian context but were globalized through intense intercultural contacts after
the mid-nineteenth century. Fundamentalism is a thoroughly modern and global
phenomenon because it presupposes the globalization of ideas and practices
concerning religious leadership and organization, as well as universal changes in
the relationship of religion to modern societies and states.
The Millennial reign, the one true God, salvation, evidence of the Baptism,
judgement day-16 doctrines in all-are all examined in this volume on the
Statement of Fundamental Truths of the Assemblies of God.
American Baptists emerged from the Civil War as a divided group. Slavery,
landmarkism, and other issues sundered Baptists into regional clusters who held
more or less to the same larger doctrinal sentiments. As the century progressed,
influences from Europe further altered the landscape. A new way to view the
Bible—more human, less divine—began to shape Baptist thought. Moreover,
Darwinian evolutionism altered the way religion was studied. Religion, like
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humanity itself, was progressing. Conservative Baptists—proto
fundamentalists—objected to these alterations. Baptist bodies had a new
enemy—theological liberalism. The schools were at the center of the story in the
earliest days as professors, many of whom studied abroad, returned to the
United States with progressive ideas that were passed on to their students. Soon
these ideas were being presented at denominational gatherings or published in
denomination papers and books. Baptists agitated over the new views, with some
professors losing their jobs when they strayed too far from historic Baptists
commitments. By 1920, the Northern Baptists, in particular, broke out into an allout war over theology that came to be called “The Fundamentalist-Modernist”
controversy. This is the fifty-year history behind that controversy.
"Bible Fundamentals" is just that, a fundamental series of Bible lessons in one
book, but designed in such a way as to establish confessing Christians in the
foundational truths of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Every Christian must study the
Bible for themselves if he or she is to be successful in their Christian walk or if
they intend to minister the Gospel to others. Every Christian should discover
"who they are in Christ", and realize every facet of "all they have been given by
God" in His awesome covenant relationship with Himself. Understanding these
benefits is directly tied with gaining an understanding of God's word. By the study
of the scripture we are better able to understand, as well as be less likely to
neglect any aspect of its blessings or its requirements in our life.Scripture itself
reveals there are "first principles" which every new believer and mature saint
needs to know and have personal insight of. "Therefore, leaving the beginning
principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on unto perfection; not laying again
the foundation of repentance from dead works, and of faith toward God of the
doctrine of baptisms, and of laying on of hands . . . and this we will do if God
permit."By Using this study guide you too can study for yourself these elementary
truths and begin applying them. It contains study guides for more than fifteen
topics with the scriptures written out, comments for your consideration, and other
thought provoking material.
Foundations of Christian Doctrine presents a simply-written explication of the great doctrines of
the Christian faith for use in classroom instruction and personal study.
Originally published as a multi-volume series, The Fundamentals is one of the finest and most
widely distributed statements of Christian doctrine ever produced. Written to combat the
inroads of liberalism into the Christian church, The Fundamentals literally stirred the world in
defense of the historic Christian faith. These articles blend a "common-sense" doctrinal
approach with personal application built upon the foundation of the inspired and inerrant
scriptures. The Fundamentals defends the deity of Christ, the inspiration of the scriptures, the
bodily resurrection of Christ, and many other foundational truths. These statements also apply
biblical Christianity to the wider problems of life and culture by emphasizing the essentials and
de-emphasizing the nonessentials. This balance in both doctrine and application has
established The Fundamentals as a classic of Christian literature. - Back cover.
This volume of essays is the first to embrace both orthodox and heterodox treatments of
scripture in early modern England, and in the process to question, challenge and redefine what
historians mean when they use these terms. The collection dispels the myth that a critical
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engagement with sacred texts was the preserve of radical figures: anti-scripturists, Quakers,
Deists and freethinkers. While the work of these people was significant, it formed only part of a
far broader debate incorporating figures from across the theological spectrum engaging in a
shared discourse.
The Oxford Handbook of the Bible in Early Modern England, c. 1530-1700 is the indispensable
and authoritative guide to the most important book in early modern England. It is essential
reading for undergraduates and postgraduates in literature, history, and theology, and an
important resource for scholars across the Arts and Humanities. The Handbook includes
chapters from the leading scholars in the field, covering topics from sacred geography
tobiblical falsehood, translation to revolution, material culture to Milton. Sections explore issues
of translation, early modern biblical scholarship, Bible dissemination and circulation, the use of
the Bible as apolitical resource, literary appropriations and responses, and the reception of the
text across a range of forms.
This one volume contains all 12 volumes (90) essays of the original work. There is a linked
table of contents to each of them. The Fundamentals: A Testimony To The Truth is a set of 90
essays published from 1910 to 1915 by the Bible Institute of Los Angeles. The essays were
designed to affirm, among other things, conservative Protestant beliefs, especially those of the
Reformed tradition, and defend against ideas deemed inimical to them. They are widely
considered to be the foundation of modern Christian fundamentalism. The essays set out what
was believed to be the fundamentals of Christian faith.The volumes defended orthodox
Protestant beliefs and attacked higher criticism, liberal theology, Catholicism socialism,
Modernism,atheism, Christian Science, Mormonism, Millennial Dawn, Spiritualism, and
evolutionism. Listed here is just some of the essay. The Virgin Birth of Christ - James Orr The
Deity of Christ - Benjamin B. Warfield The Purposes of the Incarnation - G. Campbell Morgan
The Personality and Deity of the Holy Spirit - R. A. Torrey The Proof of the Living God - Arthur
T. Pierson History of the Higher Criticism - Dyson Hague A Personal Testimony - Howard A.
Kelly The Testimony of the Monuments to the Truth of the Scriptures - George Frederick
Wright The Recent Testimony of Archaeology to the Scriptures - M. G. Kyle Fallacies of the
Higher Criticism - Franklin Johnson Christ and Criticism - Robert Anderson Modern Philosophy
- Philip Mauro Justification by Faith - H. C. G. Moule Tributes to Christ and the Bible by Brainy
Men not Known as Active Christians Inspiration of the Bible—Definition, Extent, and Proof James M. Gray The Moral Glory of Jesus Christ a Proof of Inspiration - William G. Moorehead
God in Christ the Only Revelation of the Fatherhood of God - Robert E. Speer The Testimony
of Christian Experience - E. Y. Mullins Christianity No Fable - Thomas Whitelaw My Personal
Experience with the Higher Criticism - J. J. Reeve The Personal Testimony of Charles T. Studd
The Tabernacle in the Wilderness: Did it Exist? - David Heagle The Testimony of Christ to the
Old Testament - William Caven The Bible and Modern Criticism - F. Bettex Science and
Christian Faith - James Orr A Personal Testimony - Philip Mauro Life in the Word - Philip
Mauro The Scriptures - A. C. Dixon The Certainty and Importance of the Bodily Resurrection of
Jesus Christ from the Dead - R. A. Torrey Observations of the Conversion and Apostleship of
St. Paul - Lord Lyttleton A Personal Testimony - H. W. Webb-Peploe The Testimony of Foreign
Missions to the Superintending Providence of God - Arthur T. Pierson. Is There a God? Thomas Whitelaw Sin and Judgment to Come - Robert Anderson The Atonement - Franklin
Johnson The God-Man - John Stock The Early Narratives of Genesis - James Orr The Person
and Work of Jesus Christ - John L. Nuelsen The Hope of the Church - John McNicol The
Passing of Evolution - George Frederick Wright Inspiration - L. W. Munhall The Testimony of
the Scriptures to Themselves - George S. Bishop Testimony of the Organic Unity of the Bible
to its Inspiration - Arthur T. Pierson One Isaiah - George L. Robinson The Book of Daniel Joseph D. Wilson Three Peculiarities of the Pentateuch - Andrew Craig Robinson Millennial
Dawn: A Counterfeit of Christianity - William G. Moorehead Old Testament Criticism and New
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Testament Christianity - W. H. Griffith Thomas Evolutionism in the Pulpit - Anonymous
Decadence of Darwinism - Henry H. Beach Paul's Testimony to the Doctrine of Sin - Charles
B. Williams The Science of Conversion - H. M. Sydenstricker The Doctrinal Value of the First
Chapters of Genesis - Dyson Hague The Knowledge of God - James Burrell "Preach the
Word" - Howard Crosby Mormonism: Its Origin, Characteristics, and Doctrines - R. G. McNiece
The True Church - Bishop Ryle The Mosaic Authorship of the Pentateuch - George Frederick
Wright The Wisdom of this World - A. W
It has been said that our doctrine will determine our destiny. This teacher manual is based on
Dr. Paul Caram’s book Foundations of the Faith. In his study of the doctrines of the Bible, Dr.
Caram will explore the main doctrines upon which the Christian church is founded, giving us
keys to recognizing right doctrine and how we can be transformed to be “living epistles,”
having the law of God written upon our hearts.

"On Sunday mornings at Grace Community Church, small groups of people
gather together in Fundamentals of the Faith classes to use this manual of
thirteen lessons, which blends basic biblical truths with personal obedience and
service. Many young believers take these classes to grow in their understanding
of biblical truths." For the first time ever, Fundamentals of the Faith is available to
the trade. With topics ranging from “God: His Character and Attributes” to “The
Church: Fellowship and Worship,” this study is ideal to disciple new believers or
to realize afresh what it means to believe in Jesus. Each lesson is loaded with
learning tools to help you engage Scripture- a link to 13 free downloadable
messages by John MacArthur himself, study questions, memory verses, and
suggestions for practical application.
The author has made the science of geology his life study, with a view to
harmonizing it with the Bible record of creation particularly. His book is based on
discoveries in geology which clearly indicate that thee is something wrong with
the generally accepted teachings on this science. An intensely interesting, nontechnical presentation of the doctrine of evolution, and its application to Bible
truth.
A history of unparalleled scope that charts the global transformation of
Christianity during an age of profound political and cultural change Christianity in
the Twentieth Century charts the transformation of one of the world's great
religions during an age marked by world wars, genocide, nationalism,
decolonization, and powerful ideological currents, many of them hostile to
Christianity. Written by a leading scholar of world Christianity, the book traces
how Christianity evolved from a religion defined by the culture and politics of
Europe to the expanding polycentric and multicultural faith it is today. Brian
Stanley provides a history of Christianity as a popular faith experienced and lived
by its adherents, telling a compelling and multifaceted story of Christendom’s
fortunes across the globe.
Just as Berkhof's Systematic Theology is outstanding in its own field, his
Summary of Christian Doctrine is unequalled as a popular handbook of Christian
doctrine, written from an evangelical and reformed standpoint. Systematically
arranged and helpfully sub-divided, A Summary of Christian Doctrine has proved
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ideal for church study-groups. Passages for memorization and questions for
review at the close of each chapter enhance the book's value for the student.
Delves into three main questions: Is there a God, did He speak, and what did He
say?
Scores of competent Bible instructors have contributed experiences and
observations for the pages of this long awaited handbook of counsel and
instruction in the art of giving Bible readings. The personal and spiritual
requirements for Bible teaching, the problems that confront every Bible instructor,
the psychology of approach, the various methods of cooperating with evangelistic
efforts, sample outline studies--all form a part of the contents of this volume. It
will prove not only a handbook of procedure for beginners but also a real
inspiration to seasoned workers in the field of evangelism. Every pastor and
evangelist as well as their Bible assistants and lay workers, will find it useful.
The Prevailing Gate of Hell is a book that deals with the popular concept, Hell.
The word that makes the ears to tingle.
His systemized study and analysis of the major Bible doctrines provides, for
readers, Dr. Lockyer's approach to understanding doctrines in logical sequence.
This method of biblical presentation can and should lead to a valuable
comprehension of the Christian faith.
An important answer book for everyone, from seeker to long-time believer,
systematically covering the fundamentals of Bible doctrine and Christian living.
Over twenty-one faithful evangelical Bible teachers have joined together in this
work to both honor the legacy of Dr. Mal Couch as well as to promote a solid,
sacred, and safe theological manual for the body of Christ. Colleagues and
friends of Dr. Couch, such as Dr. Wayne House, Dr. Norman Geisler, Dr. Arnold
Fruchtenbaum, Dr. Timothy Demy, and more, along with many of Mal’s students
and disciples, set forth in this work a biblical and practical theology. The first half
of the book covers all twelve of the major biblical doctrines of Christianity. The
last half covers some of the hottest theological topics and practical issues that
present-day believers ought to be aware of in order to properly defend the faith.
In chapter 25 you will meet many of the disciples in Christ that Mal taught over
the years as they express their gratitude for this godly giant of the faith. So if you
are curious about what a holistic evangelical faith looks like, and even curious as
to how dispensationalism fits within orthodox evangelicalism, this book will
provide for you a solid resource for many years to come.
A must read for new and old believers alike. Far too often Christians lack
discipleship and the basics of the faith that we as believers, so strongly need.
This work takes the reader through the basics of the Christian faith. From the
Word itself, through the Trinity, persons of the Godhead, gifts and fruits of the
Holy Spirit, then on to Spiritual Warfare and culminating in our place as believers
in the kingdom of God. Developed initially as a small group bible study, the book
can be used for individual study and growth, a small group, or a source for
extended teaching on the fundamentals of our faith.
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One of the greatest defenses of the faith that covers all the central teachings of
Christianity, including the deity of Christ, the virgin birth, the second coming, and
salvation by grace.
This is the teachers guide edition to this great study of the fundamental beliefs of the Christian
faith. With topics ranging from “God: His Character and Attributes” to “The Church: Fellowship
and Worship,” this study is ideal to disciple new believers or to realize afresh what it means to
believe in Jesus. The teachers guide contains all the answers to the 13 lessons taught in the
accompanying students edition along with excellent teaching notes to prepare the leader to
guide the group.
Fundamentals of Bible DoctrineSixty Studies in the Basic Facts of the Everlasting Gospel
Arranged for Seventh-day Adventist Schools of NursingThe Foundations of Christian
DoctrineBible Temple Publications
Kreeft considers all the fundamental elements of Christianity and Catholicism, explaining,
defending and showing their relevance to our life and the world's yearnings. Here is a book to
help you understand your faith more fully and to explain it to others more winningly. Like every
religion, this faith has three aspects, corresponding to the three parts of the soul and filling the
innate needs of all three parts. Kreeft uses these three divisions as the basic outline for his
Christian apologetics. First, every religion has some beliefs, whether expressed in creeds or
not, something for the intellect to know. Second, every religion has some duty or deed, some
practice of program, some moral or ethical code, something for the will to choose. Finally,
every religion has some liturgy, some worship, some "church", something for the body and the
concrete imagination and the aesthetic sense to work at. Creed, Code and Cult; Words, Works
and Worship, are a most useful way of outlining any religious faith, including the Catholic Faith
of Christians.
James Montgomery Boice provides an overview of Christian theology and doctrine in one
systematic volume.
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